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1. Foreword 

 Up to now, the focus of initiatives for disaster 

prevention city planning was the disaster mitigation of 

direct damages (building collapses and urban area fires 

etc.) caused by accident occurrences associated with 

major earthquakes. However with the Great East Japan 

Earthquake, due to serious damages caused by the large 

scale/extensive tsunami flooding on the urban disaster 

preparedness base facilities, which act as activity bases in 

times of disasters in the urban areas of the coast cities, 

difficulties arose for disaster emergency efforts in the 

disaster-struck city, as well as in the aid efforts of various 

agencies including external aid.  Through this, however, 

various issues from the location and networks of the 

urban disaster preparedness facilities, to the individual 

measures taken at each facility, became clear.  

 In order to handle these issues, the Urban Planning 

Department has taken initiatives to secure the disaster 

preparedness functions for major tsunamis through 

disaster mitigation city planning in the "Research related 

with structured disaster prevention support technology of 

coastal cities" (fy 2012 to 2014). We inspected the actual 

conditions of the loss and recovery of the disaster 

preparedness base functions in the disaster-hit Tohoku 

cities, and implemented case studies for securing these 

urban disaster preparedness functions based on the 

creation of a disaster response flow chart/activity 

development chart of the Tokai - Nankai Trough coastal 

cities that will assumedly receive the the largest scale of 

tsunami damages, according to the Act on Regional 

Development in Tsunami Disaster.  A guide plan for the 

examination was compiled based on the research results.  

2. Regarding the creation of a guide plan 

 The guide plan is an examination procedure manual for 

the securing of urban disaster preparedness functions with 

regards to tsunami disaster mitigation city planning, and 

indicates the inspection method of the improvement plan 

for urban disaster preparedness facilities, as well as the 

direction of city planning of coastal cities, and compiles 

specific case studies, and technical references required for 

the inspections,  

 Its main purpose is so that the city planning bureaus of 

municipalities and or other bureaus with jurisdiction 

related to city planning/policies can reflect the 

examination procedures in the guide in their disaster 

mitigation city planning, tsunami disaster mitigation 

community plan and the national enhancement regional 

planning efforts.  Even with regards to the disaster 

mitigation/crisis control bureau, the effects of the 

enhancement of the facilities' disaster preparedness 

function at urban disaster preparedness facilities in 

initiatives like the regional plan for disaster prevention, 

BCP, the community plan for disaster prevention, the 

tsunami evacuation plan, as well as designating hazard 

areas can be investigated. As well, the document 

regarding examinations can also be used as a springboard 

document for discussions on disaster mitigation measures 

by various related agencies examining scenarios of 

disaster mitigation drills and providing wide areas of 

support, to the facility managers themselves. 



 

 
 

 

Procedure (1): Arranging the prerequisites (disaster scenario) based on the estimation of damage⇒ Chapter 2 

・Arranging the disaster response duties with regards to 

urban disaster preparedness facilities 

・Arranging the function loss situation at urban disaster 

preparedness facilities, disaster risks 

・The collection of basic information such as maintenance 

plan pertaining to enhancement of the facilities' disaster 

Preparedness function 

 

Setting the disaster scenarios (multiple) that will become prerequisites  

 

Procedure (2): Extracting the facility maintenance needs from the corresponding issue in chronological 

order after the disaster at each base⇒ Chapter 3 

・Creating/arranging a chronological disaster response flow 

for each base after the disaster (arranging the 

chronological activity developments activities and 

connections between the bases)  

・Creating/arranging a spatial development map based on 

the disaster response flow (chronologically divide the 

base performance/roles by the wide area/urban level – 

regional level – facility level, and arrange the movement 

network situation, securing conditions of the substitute 

base onto the spatial development diagram)  

 

Arranging the improvement problem based on the disaster response 

 flow chart/spatial development chart (chronological)  

 

Procedure (3): Cautions when systematizing and implementing policies pertaining to urban  

disaster prevention base functions⇒ Chapter 4 

・Extracting the required policy menu for urban disaster 

preparedness functions 

(Ex.: Extract/arrange the list of polices that need to be 

implemented like the maintenance of the movement 

route, strengthening the lifeline, securing spaces etc. to 

be used in disasters etc.) 

・ Arranging the implementation level (implementation 

period like short, mid to long terms etc.) of each facility  

・ Cautions when implementing each policy (when 

considering the maintenance plan) 

 

Create a policy list (system table) pertaining to securing urban disaster prevention base functions in an 

assumed tsunami disaster 

 

(Arrangement method of disaster 

response procedures) 

・ The regional plan for disaster 

prevention for each local 

government, the disaster response 

manual etc./implementation 

procedures based on business 

continuity plan/disaster response 

duties  (disaster mitigation/crisis 

control bureau) 

(Information pertaining to wide area 

support/restoration) 

・Wide area support plans of related 

agencies, each facility’s restoration 

plan (disaster mitigation/crisis 

control bureau, urban development 

bureau etc.)  

(Positioning information of base 

functions) 

・The prerequisites of disaster facility 

functions (disaster mitigation/crisis 

control bureau, urban development 

bureau etc.) with regards to the 

regional plan for the disaster 

mitigation, business continuity plan 

(Arranging the maintenance plan 

according to each facility manager) 

・Facility maintenance plans of the 

national/prefecture/local government 

(each facility manager etc.) 

(Disaster risk information) 

・ Estimation of damage, simulation 

results (disaster mitigation/crisis 

control bureau) 

(Extracting city planning policies) 

・Policy menu pertaining to the urban 

master plan, disaster mitigation city 

planning, promotional plan, 

strengthening plan (urban 

development bureau etc.)  

Reflection of 

the required 

information 

Reflection of 

the required 

information 

Reflection of 

the required 

information 

3. Releasing the guide 

Regarding the created guide plan, it is scheduled for 

release in 2015 following adjustments with other related 

departments.  

(Reference) 

NILIM 2014 report "Deprivation/Recovery of coastal cities’ 

disaster-prevention facilities functions by the Great East Japan 

Earthquake tsunami and the construction of disaster-prevention 

cities’ lodgment functions and creation of disaster-prevention 
cities" 

http://www.nilim.go.jp/english/annual/annual2014/4.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure: Flow of the examination regarding the guide plan structure 
and securing of urban disaster prevention base functions 

http://www.nilim.go.jp/english/annual/annual2014/4.pdf

